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ABSTRACT
Aim: To determine the frequency of Anxiety and Depression among doctors working at Post
graduate resident level in a tertiary care hospital.
Study design: Cross sectional study
Place and duration of study: The study was carried out in January 2012 in all medical and surgical
wards functioning at postgraduate level in Services hospital, Lahore, Pakistan.
Methods: All available doctors working as postgraduate residents in medical and surgical wards were
questioned using a simple standardized questionnaire based on Hospital Anxiety and Depression
Scale (HADS).
Results: A total of 250 doctors fulfilled the inclusion criteria, out of which 195 participated in this
study. Out of 55 remaining residents 20 didn’t properly and completely fill and return the
questionnaires and 35 were not present at the time of study. Out of 195 residents 53(27%) had
anxiety and 27 (14%) had depression. Anxiety and depression were found concomitantly in 15
(7.65%) doctors. Borderline anxiety was found in 127(65.1%) doctors and borderline depression in 53
(27%) doctors. Anxiety was seen in 22% females and 20% males. Depression was seen in 8%
females and 11% males. All doctors who were separated had both anxiety and depression. Anxiety
was seen in 57% and depression in 43% of divorced group. Married group had least levels of anxiety
(19%) and depression (6%). Frequency of depression was almost equal in residents and government
employed medical officers i.e 10% and 11% respectively. Anxiety was found in 19% of medical
officers and 27% of residents. Anxiety was found in 32% of unpaid doctors as compared to 19% in
paid doctors. Whereas depression was found to be 10% in both groups.
Conclusion: It is concluded from the study that significant levels of anxiety and depression exist in
our doctor working at tertiary care level . However Further studies are required to determine
magnitude of this problem, factors linked to it and measures which can be taken in order to halt the
escalating anxiety and depression among doctors.
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INTRODUCTION
Occupation related stress is commonly associated
with almost every profession in this world. Repeated
stressful experiences may lead to depressive
symptoms. Doctors in particular are exposed to major
stressors related to their profession, however this
1
aspect has not been well studied in our population .
Post-graduate residency is an established
stressful entity, linked to physical, emotional and
intellectual challenges. This might lead to potential
adverse effects in term of physician and patient well
2-4
being. A study has shown that prevalence of
psychological disturbances in doctors was around
27% and they had alarming suicide rate of twice that
of general population5.
Certain factors that could contribute to anxiety
and depression in doctors include work overload, lack
of job incentives ,lack of friendly social set-up and
----------------------------------------------------------------------Services Hospital, Lahore
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conflicting views in terms of patient management6.
Also insufficient communication at all levels and
administrative mismanagement is directly related to
increased stress and depression in resident doctors5.
Stress at resident level can be reduced by avoiding
these factors and indirectly improving level of job
5
satisfaction . Raised levels of anxiety and depression
among residents can lead to physical and emotional
ailments ,poor performance, absenteeism and
negativity in terms of attitudes and behaviour7. Other
factors contributing to job stress and anxiety include
time pressure, frequented unwanted interruptions,
8
difficult patients and work/home conflicts .
Another important point is that better patientdoctor and doctor-staff relationship leads to high
levels of job satisfaction5. High HAD scores in
resident doctors may lead to poor performance and
9
poor delivery of medical care .
A number of steps can be taken to manage high
anxiety and depression levels among young
residents. These include stress management training
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, improved coaching by senior physicians and
10
organizing workshops. Job satisfaction is highly
required in field of medicine as this profession is
directly linked to human health.11
The purpose of this study is to assess the
magnitude of problems caused by existing anxiety
and depression among postgraduate resident doctors
of different specialities working in a tertiary care
hospital of Pakistan and associated factors so that
steps can be taken towards solving this issue in our
set up.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This cross sectional study carried out in all medical
and surgical wards functioning at postgraduate level
in Services hospital, Lahore, Pakistan. A total of 195
postgraduate doctors were included in the study.
Sampling technique was convenient. Doctors under
40 years of age doing postgraduate training in any
discipline were included in the study. House officer,
doctors who have completed their residence period
and doctors under any other training programme
were excluded from the study.
The study was approved from hospital ethical
committee. This cross-sectional study was conducted
in January 2012, using a sample of 195 consenting
anonymous doctors employed in Services Hospital
Lahore. Data was obtained using a self-administered
14 point questionnaire, including 7 questions related
to anxiety and 7 questions related to depression.
Each question scored 0-3 and total score >10 was
labelled as having anxiety and depression and 8-10
was labelled as borderline and <8 was normal. Data
was then analysed using SPSS version 14.
Descriptive analysis was done for numerical variables
such as age and reported as mean; median and
standard deviation for continuous variables like age
whereas frequencies were calculated for categorical
variables such as gender, Level of residency. marital
status, salaried, employment status and severity of
anxiety or depression according to HAD scoring at
the time of study.

RESULTS
A total of 250 doctors fulfilled the inclusion criteria,
out of which 195 participated in this study. Out of 55
remaining residents 20 didn’t properly and completely
fill and return the questionnaires and 35 were not
present at the time of study. Age range of participants
was 24-38 years, mean 27 and median 27. Out of
195 residents 53 (27%) had anxiety and 27 (14%)
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had depression. Anxiety and depression were found
concomitantly in 15 (7.65%) doctors. Borderline
anxiety was found in 92(47.1%) doctors and
borderline depression in 53 (27%) doctors.
Of the 195 doctors 127 were male and 64 were
females and 4 doctors didn’t mention their gender.
Anxiety was seen in 22% females and 20% males.
Depression was seen in 8% females and 11% males
(Fig. 1). When stratified on the basis of marital status,
anxiety and depression were present more in the
separated and divorced group as compared to
married and unmarried group. All doctors who were
separated had both anxiety and depression. Anxiety
was seen in 57% and depression in 43% of divorced
group. Married group had least levels of anxiety
(19%) and depression 6%.(Fig. 2).
Frequency of depression was almost equal in
residents and government employed medical officers
i.e., 10% and 11% respectively. Anxiety was found in
19% of medical officers and 27% of residents.
Anxiety was found in 32% of unpaid doctors as
compared to 19% in paid doctors. Whereas
depression was found to be 10% in both groups (Fig.
3).
Fig 1: Frequency of anxiety and depression according to
gender
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Fig 2. Frequency of anxiety and depression according to
marital status
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Fig 3: Frequency of anxiety and depression according to
paid status
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mental and physical performance and delivery of
medical care. Sleep deprivation along with other
factors leads to onset of psychological disorders such
as anxiety and depression12.
In this study anxiety was found in 27% and
depression in 14% of residents which is quite low
compared to other study in which these are 47% and
35% respectively. Possible reasons for this could be
smaller number of participants or use of different
tools for analysis13.
In this study existence of anxiety and depression
among trainee doctors was highlighted. Age is found
to be directly related to high levels of anxiety and
depression scores, however in our study no
significant difference was studied as almost all
11
residents belonged to younger age group . There
was no significant differences regarding gender as
shown by various other studies no significant gender
differences were found regarding incidence of anxiety
and depression14. However in another study females
were found to have high levels of anxiety. This has
been shown in another European study as well,
although this gender difference can be explained by
multiple factors15,16.
In our study doctors in first year of residency had
higher levels of anxiety as compared to seniors.
Reduced stress level in senior levels of residency
may be attributed to adaptation to the stressful
environment13.
Multiple factors were found to be responsible for
high levels of anxiety and depression among
postgraduate residents as shown by higher HAD
score in the unpaid doctors as compared to paid
group of doctors in this study. Higher scores in
doctors having disturbed marital status was also seen
in our study. It has been observed that stress levels
are high in non-training doctors as compared to
postgraduate residents14.
One interesting fact noted in results of our study
was the significantly high level of borderline anxiety
(47%) in postgraduate residents. I think intervention
needs to be done at this level to prevent elevation of
this ratio into frank cases of anxiety. It is strongly
suggested that measures should be adopted to
reduce anxiety and depression in doctors working at
resident level by reviewing and reforming training
structure and introducing stress management training
workshops17.

DISCUSSION

CONCLUSION

This is an unfortunate fact that working hours of
medical and surgical postgraduate residents in our
tertiary care hospitals extend from 60 to 80 hours per
12
week on an average . This undoubtedly leads to
adverse outcomes in terms of physicians health,

It is concluded from the study that significant levels of
anxiety and depression exist in our doctor working at
tertiary care level. However further studies are
required to determine magnitude of this problem,
factors linked to it and measures which can be taken
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in order to halt the escalating anxiety and depression
among doctors.
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